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We acknowledge that the sacred land
we live on is the traditional territory of

the Wolastoqiyik, Mi’kmaq and
Passamaquoddy peoples. We believe

that reconciliation and mending
relations with Indigenous peoples is our
collective responsibility, which requires

ongoing reflection and action.

Indigenous Land
Acknowledgement
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Chroma: Pride, Inclusion, Equality, Inc. is a community organization that
provides advocacy and support 2SLGBTQIA+ people in the Saint John
Region of New Brunswick. Our goal is to promote initiatives and highlight
issues impacting our community by maintaining a strong cohesive voice.

During 2022, we focused on expanding our advocacy efforts to include not
only 2SLGBTQIA+ people in New Brunswick, but also their families and loved
ones. We started an education and outreach project allowing us to help
inform our broader community. We continued our work from 2021 in
hosting social and creative projects encouraging community members
make connections, learn new skills, and creatively nurture their sense of
self within a community of like-minded individuals. 

Chroma created change by providing services and opportunities to
2SLGBTQIA+ individuals and communities, families, allies, and the broader
community.

Introduction
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From the bottom of my big, rainbow heart, thank you. Whether
you are a community member, a partner or a funder we are
here because of your support and belief in us. Over the last
year Chroma NB has collaborated with new partners while
deepening our connections with existing organizations. We are
so grateful to our champions, our funders and those we work
closely with, to help the 2SLGBTQIA+ community in Saint John/
Menagoesg, thrive. 

The theme that I really want to bring to the forefront is that of
‘Queer and Trans Joy’. In a world that seeks to erase us, we
have shown up for our community to provide brave spaces
where people can truly be themselves. Thank you for sharing
your stories, your kindness and your joy with us. 

We have introduced many new programs and have expanded
existing initiatives over the past year. I also want to give a
huge shout out to our small yet mighty team; Tanya, Daniel,
Mariah, Blair and Kailer. Your passion, dedication and initiative
have helped the rainbow community see that they have a
voice, that they belong here and that they deserve all the
care and magic. 2023 will be a year of strength and
continued resilience, and we strive above all , to provide
community care and valuable resources to our allies.
 

Yours in collaboration,

Alex Ash 

Message From
Our President
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"We have shown up for our (2SLGBTQIA+)
community to provide brave spaces where

people can truly be themselves"
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....and ended our Creative Nights events series. Both revolve around coming together with other
2SLGBTQIA+ individuals to do a creative activity, but in Rainbow Connections offers intergenerational
experiences for families and supporters, breaking down social isolation.

We increased activity on our website and engaged more followers of our Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter channels, offering information on our events, resources and rainbow content.

Our Operations Manager, Tanya James, now has the support of a marketing and communications
team, formed by Daniel Meza, Marketing and Communications Manager, Blair Brophy, Social Media
and Content Coordinator and Kailer Boyne, ONE Future Digital Marketing Intern.

01.  We launched Rainbow Connections 

02.  We increased our digital presence

03.  We established a Marketing Team

We hired an Education Coordinator, Mariah Darling, to provide our LGBTQIA+ Inclusive Allyship
Workshop for businesses and organizations, offering know-how on inclusivity, rainbow terminology
and concepts.

04.  We created an Education & Training program

Our accomplishments



We listened to community members' needs and helped them navigate policies and systems,
increasing equitable access for 2SLGBTQIA+ folks in Saint John and surrounding areas.

04.  We enhanced our advocacy efforts

We reached agreements and partnerships with community organizations and businesses to build
capacity for more inclusive spaces, events, and programming.

05.  We broadened our partnerships

In November, Chroma took on continuing what inspirational volunteers at the Shire had started in
May 2022: hosting a welcoming drop-in space for 2SLGBTQIA+ youth and adults. We now have a
location to offer free lunches, comfy couches, and a place for youth to be themselves. An important
2032 project for us is building back on-site evening and adult spaces into our offerings.

06.   We found a new home for our  
        Rainbow Lunch Club & Drop-in
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This event series creates spaces for rainbow families and folks to get to know
each other, and express themselves through art or craft. Chroma staff are on
hand to guide discussions, provide resources, and answer any and all questions
in a judgement free zone. Rainbow Connections tours through community centres
in different areas of our city, with the goal of increasing accessibility to those
living in priority neighbourhoods. 

Our projects
Rainbow Connections
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A safer drop-in space for 2SLGBTQIA+ youth and allies to gather, eat,
laugh, and enjoy each other’s company. Chroma staff provide a
welcoming and supportive space, and there's always lunch at no
charge. Located in the basement of InterAction School of Performing
Arts, our new space is open exclusively to youth weekdays except
Wednesday, from 12pm-3pm. Further evening programming for youth,
as well as adult events will start in January 2023.

Rainbow Lunch Club & Drop-in
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Chroma is a partner of gc2b, a trans owned, designed, and operated company
committed to providing accessible, comfortable, and safe and affirming wear for
all bodies. Their 2b donation program allows us to give out chest binders to folks
who otherwise don’t have access to them. We started taking binder orders in
August 2022. This fall we launched a binder library for folks to try different sizes
and styles before ordering their own to find the perfect fit. Upon request we offer
on-site assistance with safe and proper sizing.

 Chest Binder Distribution
and Binder Library
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Beyond Acceptance is a virtual monthly gathering for parents, guardians,
and family members of 2SLGBTQI+ children, teens, and young adults.
Hosted by informed Chroma team members and occasional guest
speakers, attendees can chat with other caregivers from the comfort and
privacy of  home, and ask any and all questions. Conversation topics are
informed by the group, but may include advocating for a child in health or
education settings, aspects of physical, legal and social transition, being a
strong ally and support, and resources for other family members.

Beyond Acceptance
online group
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Familiarization with the 2SLGBTQIA+ acronym & rainbow terminology,
non-traditional pronouns & how/when to use them
Knowing how to speak and work with queer+, trans+ and gender
diverse people in an equitable manner
Having an understanding of intersectionality (considering gender, race,
class, sexual orientation, physical ability, etc.) and how to take an
intersectional approach to allyship
Ability to navigate systems from the perspective of a queer+/trans+
person

Chroma offers workshop/training packages to business, organizations
and community groups with the following participant outcomes:

LGBTQIA+ Inclusive Allyship
Workshop Packages
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Chroma, with the support and guidance of Public Legal Education and
Information Service of New Brunswick, the Saint John Learning Exchange,
and the Teen Resource Centre, has created two visual and interactive
maps: “How to Legally Change Your Sex Designation in New Brunswick” and
“How to Legally Change Your Name in New Brunswick”, so you can
understand at a glance a process that can seem dauntingly complex.
Also, Chroma is offering in-person navigation help and financial support
to cover associated fees. 

Name and Sex Designation
Change Navigation
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300+
people attended

events
chest binders

distributed by our
Chest Binder Project

all-ages participants
attended exploration
and art workshops

115+

young rainbow folks
attended Youth Creative

Nights, from January to April

33

60+
walked trails with us from

Grand Bay to Sussex
lunches delivered at 

 Rainbow Lunch Club &
Drop-in

250

folks attended our Creative
Nights, from January to June

64

67

Our community growth
What was our impact in 2022?

follow us in across
our social media

platforms

1500+

other event attendance:
yoga, beach day,

kayaking, and more!

70+

Thank you to the many others who came to our Memorial Cup Street Fair, Sand
Sculpture Competition, and interacted with us at community events like the Sussex
Diversifest, YMCA Community Connections Fair, Old North End Fun Days, the Imperial
Theatre's Amplify shows, the Saint John Sea Dogs Pride Night, and many more.
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Our partners in 2022

Our community growth

During 2022, we maintained and added to our partnerships, working
with organizations in Saint John, New Brunswick, and beyond to:

organize events and workshops
support each other in promoting activities
share spaces
and other forms of mutual support
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organizations
partnered with us for
activities and events

+40

Our funders in 2022

This year we've been funded by
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Event Highlights

Our community growth

Hiking with Dan

Memorial Cup, June

Summer Beach Days
Right: Sand Sculpture Competition at Bayshore Beach with Sculpture Saint John. Left:
Kayaking and Indigenous Storytelling with Go Fundy and First Nations Story Tellers

Chroma's LGBTQ2+ Pride Night for the 2022 Memorial Cup included
live music, a roller derby demonstration and drag show

Volunteer-led 2SLGBTQIA+ family-friendly monthly hikes across the region
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Community participation

In-person Outreach

YMCA COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS FAIR, SEPTEMBER 2022SUSSEX DIVERSIFEST, JUNE 2022

SAINT JOHN PRIDE PARADE, AUGUST 2022

DIVERSITY FAIR AT SAINT JOHN HIGH SCHOOL, NOVEMBER 2022 AGIT POP AT THE IMPERIAL THEATRE,  OCT 2022

OLD NORTH END FUN DAYS, AUGUST 2022



Channel Indicator 2021 2022

Facebook Followers 633 1.4 k

Instagram Followers 534 1.1 k

Twitter Followers 0 231

Mailchimp Subscribers 47 128

Website Views 5 k 10k

Website Unique
visitors 1.5k 4k

140%

Our marketing growth
Dominating Digital Channels
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our average social media growth compared to
2021 through all our digital platforms

Facebook reach

50k

Instagram reach
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Our educational growth
How far our LGBTQIA+ Inclusive Allyship Workshop Packages went in 2022
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learners successfully
completed the training

350
workshops were

delivered
organizations

trusted us

+20 14
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organizations trained in 2022



"The workshop was very informative & I enjoyed the open talks &
discussions."

 
"[The training was] a very safe place to talk and ask questions."

 
"Thank you! I learned pronouns and more to educate myself and

children"
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Our educational growth
What people say about 2SLBTQIA+ Inclusive Allyship Training

would recommend
Chroma's Allyship &
Inclusivity workshop

97%
reported finding the

workshop insightful and
learned something new

of people felt heard, listened
to, and safe to act or speak

during the presentation

91% 96%



Our 2023 Goals
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In 2023, we will expand our programming to better
provide for our community. We will offer more
evening and weekend programming at our drop-
in space and community locations, both for youth
and adults. 

With assistance from the Saint John Community
Foundation, we will be creating a foundational
strategy for operations and growth management.

The same way we increased our support, advice, and
resources available for 2SLGBTQIA+ youth and families
in 2022, in 2023 we aim to cater to more specific
populations, like elders and specific groups in within
the 2SLGBTQIA+ rainbow. We also plan on organizing
activities for French-speaking and Spanish-speaking
folks in the Saint John area.

Charitable status will allow us to deliver  more 
 programs  and  resources  to  continue helping 
 our  2SLGBTQIA+ community.

03.  Enhance Programming

01.  Formalize our strategy

04.  Expand our reach 

02.  Apply for Charitable Status
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Contact
CHROMA
PO Box 203 Saint John,
New Brunswick  E2L 3X8

For general enquiries contact
query@chromanb.ca
For education workshops contact
education@chromanb.ca 
Visit us at
chromanb.ca

Our board
Our staff
Our colleagues at partner organizations
Our facilitators, donors and volunteers

We are happy and appreciative to have been backed up
by the commited and sustained support from:

Thank you!

We thank you for your continued support in
our efforts to contribute to and build up the

2SLGBTQIA+ community of Saint John
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